
Alexander Dedov  
 Alexander Dedov is a Russian artist and sculptor from St.
Petersburg, formerly an object designer (British Higher School of
Design). The hobby of metal sculpting for Dedov began in 2006
when he first tried welding random scrap metal objects in his
garage with a transformer; since then, the hobby has become a
passion and a life-long endeavor. 
 His work is inspired by the industrial, post-apocalyptic energy of
abandoned cities and industrial zones. Gloomy and alienating at
first glance, Dedov's works reveal humanistic ideas of the best
human aspirations.
 Dedov defines his works as the unity of three large-scale
phenomena: material, technology, and the power of thought. Metal,
which has been mined by man since ancient times and is the
foundation of form, becomes, at this point, a unity of three large-
scale phenomena: the material and the power of thought. 
This time interlinks with the technologies of civilization, which are
constantly being improved. Thanks to technologies that didn't exist
20 or 30 years ago, the material can take ever more innovative
forms. Finally, connecting with the creative spiritual power of the
author, his imagination, the form acquires an idea and becomes
true art.
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SELF



Self-contemplation

Size: 187 x 55 x 50 cm 
 Weight: 25 kg
 Material: Steel

 
Through an impersonal image of a child holding a small fish,
Alexander Dedov interprets the relationship between man and
nature. Observing a fragile creature, whose life can be interrupted
by an awkward movement or intentionally, a person, in fact,
observes and knows himself.
By owning and disposing of someone else's life, he gets a false
sense of divine power. Using the example of the dissected body of
a dolphin, the sculptor shows the process of deformation of nature
by a person who seeks to transform it in his own interests. The
dolphin is a symbolic representation of water, nature and the
surrounding world.
The artist created an image of the feet submerged in water, hiding
them outside the space of the sculpture. Through this image,
Alexander Dedov compares a person to a tree that is rooted deep
underground. Water is interpreted by Dedov as the source of life on
earth and at the same time as one of the elements of destructive
natural elements. It can create life and regenerate it, but it can also
destroy all living things. The sculpture symbolizes the hierarchy
and cyclical relationship of man with nature, as well as their
continuous mutual influence.
An aggressive or childishly frivolous, irresponsible invasion of
humanity into the realm of nature can cause a tragic and
irreversible spontaneous reaction. Every person and, in particular,
every child has a choice on which their future depends: to show an
act of power and take the fish for themselves, playing with it until it
runs out of life force, or to let it go back into the water, allowing
nature to coexist harmoniously with us and in ourselves.



Self-deception

Size: 185x55x85 cm
72x21x33 in

Weight: 28 kg / 62 lb
Year: 2021

Material: Steel
 

In this sculpture, the artist Alexander Dedov reveals the
psychological idea of self-deception. The mythical creature created
by him, diving beyond the limits of space, interprets the immersion
of a person into the abyss of stereotypes. The depth of delusions,
sometimes not in contact with objective reality, a person measures
as his own opinion. A distorted view of the world drags him further
and further until he finally drowns.



Self-confidence

Size: 106x40x56 cm
41x16x22 in

Weight: 15 kg / 33 lb
Year 2021

Material: Steel
 

 Alexander Dedov's work "Self- Confidence" embodies the image of
incredibly powerful energy, frozen in the moment before its
impetuous movement into the distant galaxies of human passions.

Stylistically, the object combines the aesthetics of the female body,
created in the image of classical antique sculptures, and the
aesthetics of aeronautical engineering, where every technical detail
has a plastic, verified form. In the artist's interpretation, the female
body, created by God, and the airplane body, created by man,
embody the most beautiful and inspiring aesthetic phenomena



UTOPIA

https://reddot.art/collections/utopia


UTOPIA

Size: 83x42x64 cm
32x16x25 in

Weight: 16 kg / 35 lb
Year: 2021

Materials and technique: Steel, Cooper;
Welding

 
The sculpture Utopia is a metaphor for the idealization of a dream,
elevated to an absolute, but still too illusory, for its real
transformation into reality. 
The needle in the hand, like a dirigist's wand, at the wave of which
the most cherished wish must surely come true. It represents that
concentrated, compressed to a dense state of spiritual force, which
affects the fate of man. After all, to live a cherished dream, is
peculiar to many, and the will to find a noble goal, sometimes
becomes the main catalyst for growth. 
Sculptor Alexander Dedov depicted the peak of the longed-for
fulfillment, the very magical sweep, he reminds us that our every
successive dream, and its further realization, is exactly in our
hands. Only we are able to recreate or bring closer what we wish. 



russian ballet ii

 Size: 123x32x23 cm
 48x12x9 in

 Weight: 15,5kg / 34lb
 Year: 2019

 Materials and technique: steel; welding
 Price: $9 000 

 
In the hands of Alexander Dedov, the classical art of ballet and its
usual aesthetics grow into a mystical composition that conveys an
atmosphere of somber solemnity. The sculptor admires the
strength, many years of hard work and tremendous physical
endurance of ballet dancers. The work «Russian ballet»
emphasizes the contrast between the incredible muscle tension up
to painful, traumatic positions, on the one hand, and the visual
lightness of movement, which makes the ballerinas seem fragile
and as if they are flitting around the stage - on the other hand.



Claviceps
Purpurea

 Size: 175x60x22 cm
 68x23x9 in

 Weight: 25kg / 55lb
 Year: 2020

 Materials and technique: steel; welding
 Price: $15 000 

 
The sculpture composition represents a female figure deformed by
a dangerous fungus that consumes the body. Alexander Dedov
created an alternative interpretation of the biological decay that is
possible under the influence of fungal infection.



NET

https://reddot.art/collections/net


aries

 Size: 85x80x35 cm
 33x31x14 in

 Weight: 5kg / 11lb
 Year: 2019

 Materials and technique: steel; welding
 Price: $8 000 

 
 "Aries" is one of Alexander Dedov's most relaxed sculptures,
which reproduces the image of a fantastic creature in the artist's
unique authorial mythology. By creating an emphasis on the human
face, the sculptor offers the viewer a reflection on what qualities
this creature possesses.



hummingbird ego

 Size: 140x60x10 cm
 55x23x4 in

 Weight: 6kg / 13lb
 Year: 2020

 Materials and technique: steel; welding
 Price: $8 000 

 
Appearance often creates false impressions: through the image of
a tiny hummingbird, which is difficult to imagine as a predator,
Alexander Dedov seeks to show the hidden dark sides of the soul.
The sculpture embodies the idea that these intimidating sides,
caused by an exorbitant ego, can be found even in a seemingly
harmless creature.



flying

 Size: 135x44x64 cm
 53x17x25 in

 Weight: 21,9kg / 48lb
 Year: 2021

 Materials and technique: steel; welding
 Price: $15 000 

 
The sculpture "Flying" is an epic about the interaction of the two
sexes, the balance between total intimacy and the preservation of
the self as an individual.
A single fusion of two figures as a symbol of intertwined destinies,
cohesion, closeness in the spiritual and physical aspects of life. 
With the apparent monolithic composition elements, the individual
features of the sculpture's characters are also clearly
distinguishable. Thus, one face comes forward, it is the patron of
emotional sphere in the couple, it protects and preserves the
emotional balance and harmony.
Many hands, indicates a source of warmth and protection in
relation to their loved one. It is considered that the palms are the
main carrier of the human biofield, through which we can transfer
and withdraw energy reserves. With the help of them we
Subconsciously we recognize information through tactile
sensations and correlate the person next to us. 



TOTALITARIAN
RENAISSANCE

https://reddot.art/collections/totalitarian-renaissance


REFLECTION

Size: 172x85x32 cm
67x33x12 in

Weight: 25 kg / 55 lb
Material: Steel

Year: 2021
 

The metal sculpture "Reflection" embodies the idea of Alexander
Dedov about human reflection. The sculptor explores the
possibilities by which a person is able to get to know himself better.
The work is included in a series of metaphorical works about the
self-identification of a person with his own life. The answer to the
question of identity and personal place in the world can be found
through reflection, which reveals the personality from the outside.
Dedov claims that looking at a person's reflection can be one of the
most sincere and pure methods in the process of self-knowledge.



Undeniable
Authority

Size: 113x169x37 cm
44x66x14 in

Weight: 21 kg / 46 lb
Year: 2021

Materials and technique: Steel; Welding
 

The sculpture "Undeniable Authority" symbolizes the unrestrained
thirst for saturation through the inordinate absorption of human
souls and destinies by the dominant structures. Alexander Dedov
replaces the hands in the composition with the image of pelicans
with huge open beaks. This image indicates the idea of the
insatiability of metaphorically growing muscles, whose exorbitant
hunger makes them consume more and more resources and
regularly seek to fill up with new food.



The Architecture
Of Lies

 Size: 153x60x36 cm
 60x23x14 in

 Weight: 12,9kg / 28lb
 Year: 2022

 Materials and technique: Steel; welding
 Price: $15 000 

 
About acceptance.
If at first political surgery was terrifying and depressing, now the
unbearable heaviness of existence has been replaced by the
"babble" of infodumps. Time builds huge barricades of marasmus
and sarcasm.
The focus is on extinction and collective indifference.
A feast during the plague and a mass burial of unfulfilled hopes.
The main thing is that people are still pitied.



PRIMITIVISM

https://reddot.art/collections/primitivism


endless hope

 Size: 68x45x43 cm
 27x18x17 in

 Weight: 6kg / 13lb
 Year: 2019

 Materials and technique: steel; welding
 Price: $9 000 

 
 In creating this work, Alexander Dedov sought to reproduce the
effect of a live human gaze, the contact of the eyes. The eyes of
the sculpture seem to peer into the viewer from within and explore
the hidden sides of his soul. Dedov's character attracts, intrigues
and offers the viewer a silent internal dialogue.



fly

 Size: 40x65x12 cm
 16x25x5 in

 Weight: 3kg / 7lb
 Year: 2020

 Materials and technique: steel; welding
 Price: $7 500 

 
 Sculpture reflects the endless desire of man to fulfill his fantasies.
It is known that since the creation of the world man has dreamed of
flying like a bird. Like Icarus, we make attempts to get closer to the
fantasy and realize our cherished desires, seemingly absurd at first
glance. According to the artist, it is the flight of thought,
unconstrained by earthly gravity, that allows mankind to dream and
achieve incredible progress.



horse's
hypothalamus

 Size: 80x35x16 cm
 31x14x6 in

 Weight: 2kg / 4lb
 Year: 2020

 Materials and technique: steel; welding
 Price: $5 300 

 
 The sculpture is a laconic image of the animal in the author's style
of Alexander Dedov. Since ancient times, mankind has not only
used horses for their needs, but also endowed them with special
symbolism and sacred meaning. Associations with strength, free
striving, speed, as well as external aesthetics turn a horse into an
object of admiring observation and inspiration.


